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Abstract
During the 1980s, the pendulum swung back from the socialism doctrinaire that dominated the post war period, where public ownership of the productive and services sectors was emphasized. In the early 1980s, new values emerged questioning the role of the state in economic activities. As a result, the pressures mounted to shift to market economy and to rely on private initiatives to spearhead the development process.

Accordingly, governments around the globe, including communist countries, announced their intentions to “rolling back the frontiers of the state”. The unsatisfactory performance of public enterprises, it was argued, is a direct consequence of their ownership structure. Therefore, the only enduring remedy that emerged was to change ownership.

In this paper we assess the efficiency arguments for and against privatization with emphasis on developing countries. It is here argued that the poor performance of public enterprises is due to market structure and lack of clear objectives rather than structure of ownership. Moreover, although there is evidence that privatized firms have improved, we assert that the claimed improvement is difficult to measure, due to the major restructuring that were carried out before privatization to prepare the candidates in order to ensure success of the policy and the change of environment within which they operate. These methodological problems make such comparison before and after at least a protracted and complicated business and the results highly debatable.
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1. Introduction
During the 1980s, the pendulum swung back from the socialism doctrinaire that dominated the post war period, where public ownership of the productive and services sectors was emphasized. In the early 1980s, due to poor performance, new values emerged questioning the role of the state in economic activities. As a result, the pressures mounted to shift to market economy and to rely on private initiatives to spearhead the development process.

In effect, governments around the globe, including communist countries, announced their intentions to “rolling back the frontiers of the state”. The unsatisfactory performance of public enterprises, it was argued, is a direct consequence of their ownership structure. Therefore, the only enduring remedy that emerged was to change ownership from public to private (privatization).

2. Literature Review
Between the late 1940s and 1970s, a universal consensus existed regarding the role of the state in economic activities. Both socialist and capitalist governments, in both developed and developing countries, engaged in creating a wide range of enterprises to provide goods and services at reasonable prices. The prevailing ideology in most developing countries (here after DCs) was that, political independence must be supported by economic independence, which meant full state ownership of the productive capacity, and expulsion of foreign firms. It was believed that, due to the widespread market failures, central planning was more efficient in allocating resources than the market forces. Thus, governments around the globe established a considerable number of public enterprises (hereafter PEs) in the post war period, on the assumption that public ownership not only contributes to rapid economic growth, but also to socio-political stability. According to public corporation theory, as developed in the UK, this required the creation of enterprises that were accountable to the government, while
their operating decisions were to be left to their management.

Ideology apart, state ownership was further supported by the Keynesian demand management theory, which stressed the role of public spending in stimulating economic growth, creating jobs, and raising the standards of living. The theory seems to have worked satisfactorily in the post-war period, as inflation remained under control and so did unemployment. Therefore, during this period (late 1940s and 1970s), the role of the state in economic activities was hardly ever challenged.

By the late 1970s, however, that universal consensus began to disappear, as both inflation and employment soared. Consequently, governments around the globe started to reassess their economic role. PEs, it was claimed, were inefficient way of doing business, simply because they had no incentives to control costs, or to provide quality goods demanded by consumers. Moreover, with their unlimited access to public funds, PEs could not go out of business. PE managers, the argument goes, had no incentives to be efficient, to respond to market forces, or to discipline trade unions.

To these economic arguments, an ideological shift took place during the late 1970s adding another contributory factor against PEs, which is largely attributed to the election of governments in industrial countries (e.g., the UK and USA), committed to “rolling back the frontiers of the state.” Their arguments were based on an implicit assumption of the superiority of private firms, and a strong belief in the efficiency of free markets. Moreover, state ownership undermined consumer choice, resulted in higher prices, lower productivity, high taxation to finance public spending, reduced incentives to invest, and maximize profits. Therefore, it was argued that, the role of the state should be restricted to ensuring that the right conditions for doing business prevailed.

In effect, the growing dissatisfaction with the performance of PEs have led countries around the globe (socialist and capitalist) to reassess the role of the state in the economy. And developing countries are not an exception.

3. Research Objective

The primary objective of this paper to critically investigate the theoretical claims that transfer of ownership from public to private ownership (privatization) would improve financial performance of a business entity.

3.1 Research Methodology

The research method used for this paper is a descriptive method of research. The sources of data are primarily secondary data, including: documentary research materials, journals, textbooks, library archival materials and internet sources. The data used in the study were obtained from annual reports published on websites and prospectuses of the privatized firms.

In order to generate comparable post-issue financial and accounting data, our analysis is limited to privatization through direct sale of PEs (public offering or private sale). Not least because but sale has been widely used in practice than other methods of privatization, such as contracting out, employee buyout or deregulation. The purpose of the analysis in this study is to investigate the financial performance of privatized firms using ratio analyses, such as asset turnover, return on capital employed (ROCE), return on shareholders’ equity (ROE), gross profit margin (GPM), or growth of turnover.

3.2 Performance Debate

To start with, it must be emphasized that, performance measurement is an extremely difficult and a complicated issue. In fact, even for private firms, the available methods of profitability, return on investment and residual income have been heavily criticized in the accounting literature. As for profitability, the hyper inflation experienced by all countries in the late 1970s onwards, made its calculation a protracted and complicated business. Thus, it is by no means clear which profit figure should be used as a performance indicator—that is profits based on historical costs, or those based on current replacement costs. As for most DCs, however, inflation accounting is simply unknown. Secondly, the absence of standardized accounting systems in most DCs creates wide variations in the treatment of depreciation charges, inventory valuation and cost of capital, which affect comparability and consistency. Thirdly, absolute profit figures are entirely meaningless indicators, since they are not related to the investment base used to generate the profits.

Return on Investment, on the other hand, could lead to dysfunctional decisions. For example, in a bid to maximize the rate, management could simply cut costs on training, research and development, reduce the investment base by disposing of marginally-producing assets, or lease rather than buy, all of which would affect the long term value of the firm.

Finally, the residual income method charges the cost of capital as an expense, which makes a firm with a high debt ratio less profitable than that with a high equity ratio.
As for PEs, however, the issue of performance measurement is further complicated by a number of factors. First, performance measurement essentially requires a regular flow of reliable, timely information. However, in many DCs, accounting systems are rudimentary, qualified accountants are in severe shortages, and the available financial statements are not prepared according to sound accounting practices (Shirley, 1983).

Second, performance measurement essentially requires comparing standards or targets with the actual results achieved. However, PEs were normally assigned multiple and often conflicting goals, simply because they were created primarily to accelerate socio-economic development, and hence profitability was not a main objective. For example, to promote rural development, PEs were often located in remote rural areas that lack the basic infrastructure or the raw material supply; to curb inflation their prices were often set at unrealistic levels; and to contain unemployment they were normally overstaffed. As a result, their poor performance could be attributed to the presence of these social and macroeconomic objectives.

Third, PE managers were often selected on the basis of political acceptance rather than knowledge and experience in business management. PE managers have no autonomy over prices or personnel policies, no incentives or punishments if performance improved or deteriorated, and they are often constrained by tight bureaucratic controls that limit their operational autonomy.

On the other hand, PEs have unlimited access to public funds, and exempted from custom duties. They might be required to acquire their inputs from other PEs at a price far below (or above) the prevailing market prices and the suppliers may never be paid. Moreover, both public and private enterprises in most DCs are often protected from imports, which makes the local market more profitable than the international market. Therefore, good performance could be attributed to the market structure, rather than internal efficiency.

For all these reasons, therefore, financial performance as reflected in the income statement might be a poor and misleading indicator of financial performance.

In what follows, we assess the proposed alternative policy to remedy public ownership problems, in terms of definition, objectives, merits and demerits.

**Privatization: Definition and Objectives**

Unfortunately, there is no specific precise definition of the term. Privatization is a word unknown before 1980, is “an ugly word” (Heald, 1985), a concept that evokes sharp political reaction and “should be heavily escorted by inverted commas as a reminder that its meaning is uncertain and often tendentious” (Donnison, 1984). In fact, it does not even appear in the Oxford dictionary. It’s a word used to describe various policies designed to reduce the role of the state in economic activities and strengthen the role of the market forces. Its about privatization (transfer of ownership and control from the public to private owners) and deregulation.

As for DCs, however, the current interest in privatization is attributed to two main factors: the poor performance of PEs and the external pressures to implement fundamental economic reforms. As foreign loans slowed down due to the recent debt crisis and internal resources dwindled, the deficits generated by PEs became no longer sustained. Therefore, it was argued that the state has to cut back in areas where its presence is not essential. Here we focus on financial performance as a driving force for privatization.

It must be stressed at the outset that, no explicit objectives for the policy were ever clearly stated, nor had the privatization techniques been thought out. Indeed, even in the UK, where major privatizations were carried out, the privatization motives have evolved through time. As Kay and Thompson (1986) argue, “The reality behind the multiplicity of objectives is not that the policy has a sophisticated rationale, but rather that it is lacking any clear analyses of purpose ... any objective which seems achievable is seized as justification.” Moreover, there was no specific and clear privatization plan even in developed countries. As Shirley (1989) argued, “For the most part, countries have chosen privatization candidates opportunistically. Rather than formulating and implementing a cohesive privatization strategy, they have selected candidates on some other basis”. Nevertheless, a number of objectives have been cited, which can be considered as economic hypothesis capable of being tested against empirical evidence. These are:

1. Privatization would reduce PE’s deficits, decrease the crowding-out of private investment, and generate resources to the Treasury,
2. Privatization would expose enterprises to the market forces and clarify objectives,
3. Privatization would lead to wider “real” ownership by the public,
4. Privatization would eliminate political intervention, and resolve the management and control problems of PEs.
In addition, countries also differ widely on how to implement privatization to the extent that every one is doing it differently.

In what follows, we shall analyze the potential efficiency arguments for and against privatization, with special reference to DCs.

3.3 The Efficiency Argument

Although the microeconomic theory never established a firm link between efficiency and the ownership structure, a number of arguments were made suggesting that privatization would generate significant allocative and productive efficiency benefits. Allocative efficiency implies that the correct combination of goods will be produced, while productive efficiency means that the maximum amount of goods will be produced at the least possible costs. Supporters argued that, public ownership inhibits efficiency, due to lack of incentives and shareholders with a direct interest in the operations of a PE. The tax-payers cannot exert real pressures on management to operate efficiently, and finance is often obtained from the Treasury regardless of performance. Therefore, public managers have no incentives to be financially viable, and the absence of market disciplines imply that PEs can never go out of business. Private enterprises, on the other hand, are exposed to the disciplines of market forces, including the market for corporate control. Thus, if the capital market is efficient, a firm that fails to control costs, reduces its profits, and hence becomes a target for takeover or bankruptcy. The threat of bankruptcy or takeover, therefore, would force management to cut waste and innovate so as to survive. As a result, the product market will enhance allocative efficiency, while the capital market enhances productive efficiency.

Further, it was claimed that, management incentives to maximize profits and control costs are seriously hampered by the structure of ownership. PEs are often given numerous and contradicting goals, and supervised by numerous, ill-coordinated government agencies which hinders corporate governance. Privatization, therefore, would clarify objectives, reduce the number of principals, and eliminate the excessive political interference. Equally, a change of ownership would replace the “uninterested” civil servants by “real” shareholders who have a direct financial stake, and hence exert pressures on management to minimize costs, innovate and seek new markets. Finally, the absence of market disciplines encourages trade unions to demand higher wages regardless of performance. For these reasons, it was claimed that, PEs are less efficient than their private counterparts.

4. Discussion and Analyses

The above claims regarding superiority of private enterprises over PEs could be refuted on the following grounds:

First, in the vast majority of DCs, the capital markets are highly inefficient. As Heald (1990) argues “Existing capital markets are not only thin and underdeveloped, but also rife with insider trading and other dubious practices”. International takeover is unlikely to be effective, simply because the generally distorted macroeconomic environment, and the unstable legal and political systems in most DCs is likely to deter foreign investors. Second, there is no reason to suggest that the market for corporate control would be efficient once privatization was implemented. Not least because the government could still control takeover bids through the “golden share” mechanism. The “golden share” is a special share that can only be held by the state, and gives the state a “veto power” over certain decisions, including takeover, if the national interest is at stake.

Third, PEs were originally created to facilitate political intervention in the interest of development. Indeed, (Ghai, 1985). Claiming that “Public enterprises and the way they operate are ultimately the consequences of the relations between the social forces in a society. If you roll back the state in its more visible manifestations, these forces will come back in another form, less accountable and perhaps even more irresponsible” Equally, privatization would deprive the state from maintaining effective control over macro-economic policies, such as employment, wages and rural development, which are still high on the national agenda.

Forth, there is no firm evidence to support the proposition that private firms in DCs are more efficient than their public counterparts. The same factors that contributed to the poor performance of PEs apply equally to private firms. These include the excessive government intervention in internal markets, the distorted business environment, and the protectionist policies adopted in most DCs to protect the so called “infant industries”, public and private. As Nellis and Kikeri (1989) argue”...Leaping from this point to the conclusion that the private sector can not do worse is not a serious argument” More importantly, comparing the performance of public and private firms is a technically difficult task, not least because performance comparison involves comparing identical firms in terms of objectives, size, age, technology, management and market structures. However, it is often rare to find such identical firms, which makes the comparison incomplete and misleading.
management of the privatization candidates often resist the breaking-up of their entities, so as "to enjoy the quiet life of monopoly" (Kay & Thompson 1986). Therefore, to ensure their commitment and cooperation, which is essential for the success of the policy, competition could be sacrificed. As Bishop and Kay (1989) argue “The political power of senior management arises from the observation that any privatization which does not enjoy their support will be at best a difficult and protracted process”. Similarly, Vuylsteke (1988) states that “preparing large PEs for privatization can not be done without the full commitment of top management”. Third, to attract buyers, an increasing number of governments around the globe have granted more protection for the privatization candidates. In the UK, Vuylsteke (1988) stressed that “The long term success of the privatization program will stand or fall by the extent to which it maximizes competition. If competition cannot be achieved, an historic opportunity will have been lost”. In reality, that “historic opportunity” has been lost, and powerful enterprises, such as the telecom and gas, were privatized intact, raising serious concerns about the effectiveness of the market for corporate control. The point is that, the size of such firms would hinder the efficiency of the capital market, which hinders the efficiency claims.

Advocates claim that privatization is a necessary condition for deregulation, because PEs backed by the state funds would be able to deter entry. However, apart from the fact that private firms with considerable market powers could equally deter entry, experience shows that privatization had actually inhibited deregulation. The reasons are three-fold. First, breaking-up giant enterprises is often time-consuming, lessens investor’s interests, and reduces the sales proceeds, because enterprises operating in a fierce competitive market are unlikely to attract investors. Therefore, preoccupation with the success of the policy for political and financial reasons, could lead to competition, domestic and foreign, being sacrificed. Second, experience shows that the management of the privatization candidates often resist the breaking-up of their entities, so as "to enjoy the quiet life of monopoly” (Kay & Thompson 1986). Therefore, to ensure their commitment and cooperation, which is essential for the success of the policy, competition could be sacrificed. As Bishop and Kay (1989) argue “The political power of senior management arises from the observation that any privatization which does not enjoy their support will be at best a difficult and protracted process”. Similarly, Vuylsteke (1988) states that “preparing large PEs for privatization can not be done without the full commitment of top management”. Third, to attract buyers, an increasing number of governments around the globe have granted more protection for the privatization candidates.

In effect, concerns to ensure the success of the policy, and to maintain the support of management had led to the relegation of competition to lower levels. As a result, a regulatory system was suggested to protect consumers against monopoly pricing and poor quality services. As Vuylsteke (1988) claimed, “I firmly believe that where competition is impractical, privatization policies have now been developed to such an extent that regulated private ownership of natural monopolies is preferable to nationalization”. However, there is no firm evidence to support the view that regulation is more efficient than public ownership. Moreover, regulation raises difficult questions regarding the capacity of DCs to design and operate a regulatory system. Vuylsteke (1988) asserts that “The introduction of an adequate regulatory framework is more effective control tool than ownership”. This is debatable, not least because DCs lack the necessary conditions for the creation of an adequate regulatory framework. The fact is that, in most DCs, there are no standardized reporting systems, no active agencies to protect consumers, the media is controlled by the state, and no established respected, and consistently applied legal system. Indeed, even in the UK, there are growing concerns regarding the efficiency of the regulatory agencies, such as British Telecom and British Gas (Yarrow, 1989). Nevertheless, it is evident that there is a conflict between privatization and deregulation, and experience shows that the former has often been preferred at the expense of deregulation. Advocates, on the other hand, claim that the threat of potential competition might be sufficient to enforce greater efficiency as does actual competition, and hence the number of firms in the market is irrelevant. This argument is based on the “contestable market theory” proposed by Baumol et al (1982), suggests that it is possible to create a competitive market behavior regardless of the number of firms, if the incumbent firm is exposed to threat of potential competition. The theory assumes that if entry involves no sunk
costs—defined as costs that are irrecoverable by leaving the industry—there would be no exit barriers. Therefore, even a monopolist will not be able to earn monopoly profits, because he would be vulnerable to “hit and run” by a transient, who could enter the market, undercut prices/costs, earn a profit and leave costlessly. Thus, the theory suggests that, it is the entry threat and not the number of firms that determines the competitiveness of a market. A good example of a contestable market is road transport where the theory worked remarkably well. However, opponents claim that the assumptions upon which the theory is based are unrealistic and difficult to satisfy. In particular, the assumption of zero sunk costs was criticized as unrealistic and irrelevant to real life industries, such as the import substitutes. Second, the theory assumes that the entrant can establish itself, earn a profit without any response from the existing firms. This implicit assumption of zero time lag was criticized as unrealistic. Third, the incumbent firm might be able to deter entry through aggressive pricing, raising wages or advertising. Finally, although the efficiency argument was cited more than often as a case for privatization, it is not yet clear how the effects of privatization was identified from major rehabilitations introduced prior to privatization and the threat of privatization itself on performance. It is difficult to speculate about what would have happened had the privatized industries remained under public ownership. These methodological problems, make performance evaluation at best difficult (Yarrow, 1989).

Indeed, the relatively small amount of empirical work carried out so far provide evidence of significant improvement in performance, but are not as strong as effects of liberalizing the environment in which firms operate. Bishop and Kay (1989) compared the performance of various privatized industries in the UK with others that remained public. The authors reported that the privatized industries have improved remarkably, but this improvement, the authors claim, has more to do with the nature of industries concerned. The privatized industries that have grown rapidly (BT, Cable and Wireless) were doing well before privatization, while the Associated British Ports performed poorly under both public and private ownership. Bishop and Kay (1989) also found that the greatest gains occurred in PEs that were not selected for privatization (e.g., British coal). In effect, they concluded that “The significant improvement in the performance of the remaining public sector denies any simple views about the relationship between ownership and performance”. Similarly, in a recent study of 81 banks from 22 DCs. Boubakri et al. (2005), found that “In the post-privatization period, profitability increases but, depending on the type of owner, efficiency, risk exposure and capitalization may worsen or improve”. Also, Omran (2007) investigated the post privatization performance of Egyptian banks between 1996-1999, and found that “some profitability and liquidity ratios for privatized banks decline significantly, and that the relative performance changes of privatized banks were better than those of mixed banks with majority state ownership but worse than those of banks with other ownership forms (private, state-owned, and mixed private ownership)”.

5. Conclusion

In summary, there is evidence of significant increases in profitability, output, operating efficiency and dividend payments—and significant decreases in leverage ratios of privatized firms in different parts of the world (D’Souza, 1999). But, there is no conclusive, firm evidence to support the claims that ownership is the sole determinant of performance. Stronger efficiency gains are observed when foreign ownership is high, and for firms that restructure. On the other hand, evidence from Mexico, showed that privatization outcomes were “bad enough to prompt re-nationalization of the banking sector in the wake of the Tequila crisis” (Haber, 2005). In the Czech Republic, and Poland, bank privatization, “were not fully successful” (Bonin, Hasan & Wachtel, 2005). In Australia (McKenzie, 2011) found that “Privatized institutions are found to perform quite similarly to private peer institutions both before and after privatization”. In DCs, government intervention in internal markets is quite excessive, the environment inhospitable and firms (public and private) are protected against imports. Therefore, there is no reason to suggest that a change in ownership in itself would pave the way for economic efficiency.

It is true that PEs are not exposed to the market disciplines confronting their private counterparts. But, this is not a conclusive ground for privatization. Internal reform through exposing PEs to a more demanding, competitive environment could generate significant efficiency gains. As Hemming and Mansoor (1988) argue “Despite the inconclusive nature of the evidence, it is difficult to believe that existing public enterprises are not capable of achieving significant improvements in efficiency”.

However, while we do agree that no satisfactory control system has ever been developed, we shall increasingly argue that, privatization is unlikely to provide a perfect remedy in all cases. First, some of the privatized industries are the “commanding heights” of the economy, and hence the central government would need to get involved in their operations to ensure public interest. The regulatory mechanisms created for the public utilities in the UK and elsewhere provide a powerful demonstration of this assertion. Second, for a number of reasons, governments have opted for joint ownership rather than complete privatization and that raises serious concerns
about corporate governance. In sum, enterprise performance is determined by allowing market forces to work, by restoring enterprise culture, and by removing unnecessary restrictions and controls. In theory, it is possible to create the kinds of incentives that will maximize efficiency regardless of ownership. Future research need to focus on factors that determine performance rather comparing the unlike. Empirical investigation before and after is irrelevant and will not add to our knowledge due to the methodological complexity.
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